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John The Baptist was one of the most well known figures in Christian tradition. In fact, he is a well known
historical figure even in Judaism's own history. Not only is he spoken of in all four canonical Gospels (Mark
1:2-6, 7-8, 9-11, 14; 2:18-22; 6:14-29; 8:27-30; 9:9-13; 11:27-33; Matthew 3:1-6, 7-10, 11-12, 13-17; 4:12; 9:14-
17; 11:2-6, 7-11, 12-13, 14-15, 16-19; 14:1-12; 16:13-16; 17:9-13; 21:23-27, 28-32; John 1:6-9, 15, 19-23, 24-28,
29-34, 35-42; 3:22-30; Luke 1:5-25, 36, 39-45, 57-79, 80; 3:1-6, 7-9, 10-14, 15-18, 19-20, 21-22; 5:33-39;
7:18-23, 24-28, 29-30, 31-35; 9:7-9, 18-21; 11:1; 16:16; 20:1-8), and Acts (1:5, 21-22; 10:37; 11:16; 13:24-25;
18:25; 19:1-7), he is also referred to by Josephus in Antiquities of the Jews (18.116-119). In addition, he was
referred to in the source or sources (written or oral) that we dub "Q" (see a brief explanation here) which
were employed by Matthew and Luke (which we now have access to only through Matthew and Luke). He
is mentioned directly in the Gospel of Thomas (Gos. Thom. 46) and alluded to in other places in it (Gos.
Thom. 47, 104, 78).  He is also mentioned in The Gospel of the Ebionites (2-3, 4) and the Gospel of the
Nazareans (2), and the Protoevangelion of James (8.2-3; 12.2; 22.1-3; though only as an infant). Even if the
NT had never been written, we would still know about this enigmatic figure who stood in the dessert
preaching and baptizing. Naturally, in almost all of these sources, John is found to be important, and
spoken of, only because of his relation to the far more important figure of Jesus of Nazareth. But what was
the message that John the Baptist preached? Surely the message of so important a figure in Christian
history is worthy of being heard again today. We have been slowly working our way through the text
of Luke-Acts. We come in this post to Luke 3:1-22, and the ministry and preaching of John The Baptist. 

Luke 3:1-22 In A Nutshell
We have already seen how Luke contrasted the births of Jesus and John, showing the birth of Jesus to be
greater. In some ways, Luke 3:1-4:13 continues this same pattern, comparing the ministries of Jesus and
John, and showing Jesus to be greater. In Luke 3:1-22, Luke places John the Baptist on the world scene. He
dates his birth carefully, and gives a brief survey of the world scene onto which he comes (3:1-6). He then
provides a brief excerpt of his preaching (3:7-9), as well as a brief recounting of his ethical and social
exhortation (3:10-14). He moves then to recount John's announcement of the coming Messiah (3:15-17).
He ends with a brief synopsis of John's preaching (3:18), a note about his imprisonment (3:19-20), and
finally an accounting of John's baptism of Jesus (3:21-22).

3:1-6 - The Gospel Is For All Peoples (Who Repent And Believe)

“In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judea, and Herod
being tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother Philip tetrarch of the region of Ituraea and Trachonitis, and

Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, during the high priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, the word of God came to
John the son of Zechariah in the wilderness. And he went into all the region around the Jordan,

proclaiming a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. As it is written in the book of the words of
Isaiah the prophet, “The voice of one crying in the wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight. Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be made low, and the crooked shall

become straight, and the rough places shall become level ways, and all flesh shall see the salvation of
God.’””

(Luke 3:1–6 ESV)

The way Luke presents John makes it clear that John is both  a prophet who stands in the ancient
prophetic tradition of Israel, and a kind of bridge between the ages. "The Word of God came to John"
(3:2b) has all the earmarks of the records of ancient divine calls to the prophetic ministry (Jeremiah 1:1, 4,
11; Hosea 1:1; Joel 1:1, etc.). But this prophet in particular is more significant, in that he is the forerunner of
the coming Messiah. Each Gospel towards its beginning focuses on John the Baptist and his preaching
which prepares the way for the ministry of Jesus (Matt. 3:1-4:11; Mark 1:1-13; Luke 3:1-4:13; John 1:19-23).
Like the other Evangelists, Luke sees the real beginning of the gospel as being found in the ministry of
John. In fact, each Gospel quotes specifically from Isaiah 40 to show that John was the prophesied herald
of the coming Good News. The text of Mark (and perhaps Q) had this quotation, and Luke follows
suit. But here is where Luke's editorial activity first gives us a clue about his unique emphasis. Remember
that we have explained that if we are to take the doctrine of inspiration seriously, we must listen closely to
the editorial work of the Evangelists. For in their unique handling of the Jesus traditions, they reveal their
own emphasis. And in their intent, we believe, we hear the Spirit's. For while the other Gospels, and Luke's
sources, share only the text of Isaiah 40 and verse 3, Luke extends this quotation from Isaiah to include
most of Isaiah 40:3-4, and even one part of vs. 5. We see two notes that Luke sounds clearly here. 

First, his inclusion of the longer section of Isaiah about social reform points to Luke's special social
concerns (which we will see further below). The coming of Messiah doesn't mean only eschatological
salvation (though it surely does mean that). But it means also the inbreaking of the kingdom, and thus of
social justice. Thus, Luke provides the longer section from Isaiah not included in his sources. "Every valley
shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be made low, and the crooked shall become straight, and
the rough places shall become level ways." This gospel of the Baptist is no impotent fire insurance, at least
not as Luke sees it. It is going to fix the broken systems of injustice in the world. 

The second unique emphasis of Luke is seen especially in his inclusion of the phrase from Isaiah 40:5.
Namely, the prophecy that “all flesh shall see the salvation of God.”  Luke is the only Gentile author in the
NT, writing to a Gentile reader, and one of his major points throughout the book will be to show that
because Jesus is Lord of all, the salvation He brings is for all (e.g., 2:30-32). He makes this point powerfully
in his extension of the quotation from Isaiah. He furthers this point not only by what he adds to his
sources, but also what he deletes from them. While Mark (and Matthew who followed him) presented the
people coming to John as being the people "of Judea" and "of Jerusalem" (Mark. 1:5; Matt. 3:5), Luke seems
to have thought that this could be taken to mean that this prophet bore a message only for Israel. Luke is
passionate that the message of John, and the Messiah he announced, be seen as God's gift for all people.
So he has deleted those brief notes. 

We should also note the content of John's preaching as Luke summarized it here. Luke describes John as
"proclaiming a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins." Marshall notes that "John preaches the
gospel to the people by announcing to them the coming of the Messiah and by preparing them for his
coming" (Marshall, NIGTC, Luke, pg. 132). He clarifies further that 

"Nevertheless, the content of John's preaching is his [baptism] (7:29; 12:50; 20:4; Acts 1:22, et al.), so
that what he proclaimed was the significance of his baptism and the need for his hearers to submit to
it. Baptism was regarded as an outward ritual signifying the washing away of sin. The mention of
repentance shows that, like other Jewish washings, it was understood as a symbolical action ineffective
without the appropriate inward attitude (1QS 3:3-12). From 3:16 it is clear that it was also seen to be
symbolic of the cleansing of men by the Holy Spirit. As a prophetic sign of what was to come, John's
baptism was an effective anticipation of this future cleansing and forgiveness." 
(Marshall, NIGTC, Luke, pg. 135 - Marshall goes on to note that the parallel between the pouring of
the Spirit and water baptism here would be all the more appropriate if John's baptism was by
affusion rather than by immersion, which he seems to think more likely). 

Green notes that,

"John's primary interest is in calling people out of normal social existence in order to align themselves
fundamentally with God's eschatological, redemptive, purpose. Through submitting to repentance-
baptism, in which their roles were passive, they signified their surrender to God's aim, distanced
themselves from past ways of life oriented away from God's purpose, and professed their renewed
allegiance allegiance to his will. By coming out into the wilderness to meet John they symbolized their
separation from ordinary life, through baptism they embraced a conversion of loyalties and were
themselves embraced into the community of God's people, and in returning to their everyday lives
they accepted the vocation to reflect the behaviors apropos true children of Abraham." 
(Green, NICNT, Luke, pg. 164-165.)

On the question of the theological relationship between baptism, repentance, faith, and forgiveness, see
our comments here, and the excellent article by Stein on Baptism in the NT here, or his chapter on
baptism specifically in Luke-Acts here. An additional question is raised when one asks what the
relationship between John's baptism and Christian baptism is. The scholastic tradition had sharply
distinguished between the baptism of John and that of Christ's command in the Commission. Among the
Reformers, a debate raged in 1525 between Zwingli (of the Magisterial Reformers) who broke with that
tradition and argued that the two were equivalent, and Balthasar Hubmaier (of the Radical Reformers)
who maintained the scholastic distinction between them (see George Williams, "The Radical Reformation"
pg. 225-232; 431-459, esp. pg. 434-436). Despite the occasional debate between the Radical and
Magisterial Reformers, Williams notes that among the Radical Reformers, the scholastic tradition was
widely maintained. Thus, "...it was plain to all sides that there were two New Testament water baptisms,
that of John to which Jesus submitted and that of Jesus himself after the resurrection, when he
commissioned the apostles to baptize in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit (Matt.
28:19)." (pg. 435) With Stein I agree that there is a distinction between them, but that this distinction is
inclusive, not exclusive. John's baptism was preparatory during a transitional phase prior to the coming of
the Messiah. They are distinct, but with a clear relation between them. Christian baptism emerged from
the practice of John's baptism, incorporating much from it, while adding some elements to it that clearly
still distinguish them as separate in some sense. Stein explains, "Christian baptism and the baptism of
John both involve immersion in water, repentance, and the promise of forgiveness of sins, but, in addition,
Christian baptism involves the gift of the Spirit (2:38), i.e., the 'baptism of the Spirit'" (Stein, "Believer's
Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ," p. 26).

3:7-9 - The Gospel Brings Judgement To The
Unrepentant

“He said therefore to the crowds that came out to be baptized by him, “You brood of vipers! Who warned
you to flee from the wrath to come? Bear fruits in keeping with repentance. And do not begin to say to

yourselves, ‘We have Abraham as our father.’ For I tell you, God is able from these stones to raise up
children for Abraham. Even now the axe is laid to the root of the trees. Every tree therefore that does not

bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.””
(Luke 3:7–9 ESV)

In 3:7-9, Luke shares a brief and apparently typical excerpt from the preaching ministry of John. Fiery
condemnation was par for the course in the prophetic stream of which John was a part. But here,
surprisingly, John denounces distinctly Jewish people, making clear that their Jewishness gives them no
special favor with God. Marshall explains, 

"John here addresses people who assumed that baptism itself could save them from the coming
judgment without the fruits of repentance. Descent from Abraham is no prophylactic against
judgement in the absence of changed lives. Repentance is urgently needed, since the axe is about to
fall" (Marshall, NIGTC, Luke, pg. 137). 

Those who will not repent will face judgment. And this judgement is an impending threat. And
having Jewish ancestry provides no protection from the judgement to come. Only repentance and following
of the Messiah can save. 

From a source-critical perspective, what is interesting about this excerpt is how closely Luke has followed
his source here. And here as much as anywhere, it become clear that Luke is using a written source or
sources (which he has already told us - 1:1-4). Some literary relationship between the synoptic gospels
simply cannot be denied at points like this one. Matthew 3:7-10 and Luke 3:7-9 are almost verbally
identical at this point, differing really only in how they introduce the summary of John's preaching. Of the
64 words of John's speech here (using the Aland Synopsis text, part 14), 60 of the words are verbally
identical. This is not a verbatim recounting of every word John spoke on this occasion. (One can read the
words in only 30 seconds or so). Rather, it is a summary of a typical instance of John's preaching. Luke
commonly uses such summarizing, as historians of his day regularly did. Yet when so summarizing a
speech in one's own words, one expects thematic similarity, but verbal disagreement. The strong verbal
agreement here makes it virtually certain that Luke is copying Mark, Mark is copying Luke, or both are
copying from another written source. If a teacher asks his students to turn in a one-paragraph summary in
their own words of his session that day, and two of them turn in summaries as identical as Matthew's and
Luke's snapshot of John's teaching here, one or both of them will be censured for cheating. Clearly,
someone has stolen someone else's words. As we mentioned before, we move forward here on the
assumption of Markan priority, suggesting that Mark wrote first, and Luke is here copying verbatim from
the Gospel of Mark. 

3:10-14 - The Gospel Of "Done" Still Demands A "Do"
“And the crowds asked him, “What then shall we do?” And he answered them, “Whoever has two tunics is
to share with him who has none, and whoever has food is to do likewise.” Tax collectors also came to be

baptized and said to him, “Teacher, what shall we do?” And he said to them, “Collect no more than you are
authorized to do.” Soldiers also asked him, “And we, what shall we do?” And he said to them, “Do not

extort money from anyone by threats or by false accusation, and be content with your wages.””
(Luke 3:10–14 ESV)

In 3:10-14, Luke recounts an interchange between John and the crowds to whom he preached, or at least,
those members of the crowds concerned to heed his preaching. And here we come to another striking
moment of Lukan editorial activity. While Matthew and Luke both present briefly the preaching of John,
Luke adds this segment of his preaching not contained in the other gospels (vs. 10-14) where John shows
specific individuals what repentant living looks like in their own various contexts. Luke is making the point
that since Jesus has come, and the just and righteous kingdom is being inaugurated, this gospel message
of the kingdom come in Jesus, if truly believed, will change the lives of those who believe. It will, frankly,
change the world. He thus baptizes those who are willing to repent, symbolizing their willingness to repent
and align themselves with God and his ways. His baptism has no magical effect if the heart is not
repentant (3:7-9), but signals a changed life if it is (3:10-14). 

We can see some of what Luke intends by noting an interesting wordplay in this whole section. When Luke
presented the text of Isaiah, he noted that the Voice foretold by Isaiah would cry "Make his [the Lord's]
paths straight" (3:4). The word he used for "make" is the word ποιειτε, which can be translated "do" or
"make." In verse 8, when he presents John as saying, "Bear fruits in keeping with repentance," the word
translated "bear" is again this same word (literally the text is, "therefore do the fruits that match
repentance"). In both of those uses Luke has probably only followed his sources. But now in 10-14, he
expounds on a point he has seen there. He uses this same word poiete three times, like a refrain, through
this short paragraph. The crowds ask in 3:10, "what shall we do?" The teachers ask in verse 12, "what shall
we do?" And the soldiers as well in verse 14 ask, "what shall we do?" Luke has picked up what was probably
an incidental use of the word "do" in his sources, and added a section about the ethical element of John's
teaching, and he has employed a word-play to make his point more emphatic. (For a defense of the
historicity of the section as genuinely going back to John, see Marshal, NIGTC, pg. 142.)  For Luke, the
message of John about what God was doing, and would do in the Messiah, demanded that those who
follow him also "do." The gospel that would from the cross say, "Done" through the work of Jesus, is the
gospel that also demands of those who accept it that they "do." Joel Green notes, "This query underscores
the relation of 3:10-11 to the preceding material, but it also demonstrates in an explicit way that the
redemptive vision of God demands response" (Green, Joel, NICNT Luke, pg. 177). 

John's instructions to the questions of the crowds make plain Luke's own interest as well as John's. First,
the crowd in general is addressed, and John explains what following Jesus demands. It means first and
foremost provision for the poor. “Whoever has two tunics is to share with him who has none, and whoever
has food is to do likewise.” This general instruction is for all, before his specific instructions about Justice in
specific vocations. Green asks, 

"What behavior is appropriate to those who claim to have repented? The question and its answer are
oriented around a general audience, as if to suggest that sharing with those who lack the basic
necessities of life is expected of all... In a sense, John's response is nothing more than what one already
finds in the Scriptures. Indeed, in Luke's perspective, care for the hungry and the naked is nothing
more than obeying Moses and the prophets (cf. 16:19-31). Moreover, as in the Scriptures, the
behaviors for which John calls are not themselves the basis for membership in God's covenant people
[that is, one isn't saved by his works]; rather they are manifestations of that relationship. To put it
differently, these are the natural outgrowth of lives oriented around God who is himself merciful (cf.
6:36)" 
(NICNT, Luke, pg. 178).

The tax collectors ask what they should do, and John responds with a message of what justice looks like in
their profession. Tax collectors (or publicans, KJV) were infamous for their extortion of the poor.
Collections of indirect taxes by these private entrepreneurs regularly involved rampant robbery of the
destitute and poorest members of society. Interestingly, John doesn't demand that they leave their
profession, corrupt though it usually was. He seems more interested in reforming it from within, and so
demands that they be harbingers of light and justice within it, demanding that they only collect the actual
due, rather than the higher amounts commonly taken in extortion. 

Likewise of the soldiers, Luke interestingly doesn't demand that they refuse to serve (perhaps most likely in
view is Jewish soldier's in Herod's army, though Gentiles serving Rome could also be in view). Rather, he
demands that the abusive practice of extorting from the poor that they had come to be known for be
stopped. "Do not extort money from anyone by threats or by false accusation, and be content with your
wages.”

Joel Green sees a Chiasm at work in 3:7-18 that places 10-14 at the forefront of Luke's point. John's social
and ethical demands are at the heart of what it means to accept his baptism, and to pledge allegiance to
the coming Messiah. 

"John's ethical message contains within it a social critique the profundity of which is appreciated only
when it is recognized that it not only points the finger of judgement at large-scale injustice but in fact
reaches into the realities of day-to-day existence. Life at the local level and one's own normal network
of relationships are both touched by this ethical vision, with the result that 'repentance' must be
understood within and related to even the most mundane." 

After an extensive exegesis of every biblical text relating to the Baptist (in Matthew, Mark, Luke-Acts, and
John) as well as the other early historical sources relating to John in Josephus and other early literature,
Robert Webb makes the case that John's movement must be understood to have had a socio-political
orientation. "...John's ministry was more than just a 'religious' phenomenon. Consequently, a full
appreciation of his ministry necessitates that it be perceived as having a socio-political orientation as well."
He explains that John's movement was one that appealed to the common people, and points out, 

"Similar to the response made to other leadership prophets, the perception by these people of
oppression and deprivation contributed to their positive and excited response to John's ministry." 
("John The Baptizer And Prophet: A Socio-historical Study," pg. 377. Webb's work has become a
standard work, and one of the fullest treatments of the data available.)

Green agrees, noting that, 

"John is thus situated squarely in the midst of social turmoil with profound economic, political, and
religious implications. Indeed, the prophetic movements with which he shares affinity were themselves
concerned with the quest for deliverance from oppression. This does not imply that political
domination from Rome through its representatives or the restructuring of economic society under
Roman rule had resulted in an experience of life that might be classified as oppressive in absolute
terms. Peasant culture -- that is, the culture of the nameless crowds most affected by renewal
prophets -- need not experience absolute poverty before determining that something has gone awry
and participating in movements calling for change. In the moral economy of the peasant, perceived
deprivation is tantamount to real deprivation, and such perceptions are fueled by relative changes
during the lifetime of the peasant. The appeal of prophetic moments such as John's grows out of the
widespread sense of injustice and oppression among common folk. It is no mere coincidence that
Luke's record of John's ministry indicates that John received a vastly different response from 'all the
people' than from 'Herod the ruler,' and that examples of behavior growing out of repentance are
concerned with social justice (3:10-14). John's ministry defies neat categorization, for its religious and
covenantal roots of necessity blossomed in socio-politico-economic justice" 
(Green, NICNT, Luke, pg. 163-164).

3:15-20 - The Gospel Declares That The King Has Come 

“As the people were in expectation, and all were questioning in their hearts concerning John, whether he
might be the Christ, John answered them all, saying, “I baptize you with water, but he who is mightier than
I is coming, the strap of whose sandals I am not worthy to untie. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit
and fire.His winnowing fork is in his hand, to clear his threshing floor and to gather the wheat into his

barn, but the chaff he will burn with unquenchable fire.”

So with many other exhortations he preached good news to the people. But Herod the tetrarch, who had
been reproved by him for Herodias, his brother’s wife, and for all the evil things that Herod had done,

added this to them all, that he locked up John in prison.”
(Luke 3:15–20 ESV)

For Luke, all of this is because the Messiah has finally arrived. John is not this Messiah – he baptizes only
with water. But Jesus is coming, who will baptize with the Spirit and fire. Jesus is “The Mightier One" (the
use of the article means that a definite person in view). And this is what distinguishes him from
John. Jesus is the eternal, prophesied, King. 

There has occasionally been question about whether John is claiming to see two baptisms or one from the
Messiah. The first position is that there are two baptisms, one "of Spirit" one "of fire" which Luke sees as
pointing to the events of Pentecost, then to the eschatological judgment (Webb, Green, NICNT, et. al.).
John Nolland (Luke, WBC) has argued however a second position - that only one baptism is in view.
Whether one sees two separate works of the Messiah or one, The Baptism of the Spirit is a reference
to Jesus fulfilling the ancient promises of a coming Spirit by providing the Spirit at Pentecost (Acts 1:5) to
all who believe. This promise of a coming eschatological spirit is well known in the OT (Isaiah 32:15; 44:3;
Ezekiel 18:31; 36:25-27; 37:14; 39:29; Joel 2:28ff; etc.). The only question then is whether "of fire" is a
continued metaphorical description of Pentecost, or a description of a separate work of Judgment on those
who don't repent. It is instructive to note that when Luke picks up this promise in his later contexts (Acts
1:5; 11:16), he mentions only the baptism with the Spirit, and omits any mention of fire. 

Regardless, the Messiah has now come. The time of decision is present. And all the world will now be
judged based on whether they submit to him. This doesn’t mean we clean up our lives to come to Him,
but that we come humbly realizing we have nothing to offer, and He cleanses us and changes us. If we
truly believe the gospel, our lives will be irrevocably changed by it. And so will the world. 

It is worth noting how Luke describes the preaching of John. When reading the stark denunciation of the
Sadducees as a "brood of vipers" in 3:7-9, or the sharp claim that the Messiah now has his winnowing fork
in hand, and has come to judge, or that 'the axe is laid into the root" of the tree, we might think that this
John preached a message only of doom, fire, and judgement. But for Luke, the message of John is best
characterized as "good news." Luke explains, "So with many other exhortations he preached good news to
the people." Just as Isaiah had announced, a forerunner had come who announced the good news that
God himself had come now as King. 

In a final note, Luke explains that ultimately the gospel message of John, the social reforms he advocated,
and the justice he championed caused his imprisonment. He will revisit John and hear him speak from
prison in chapter 7, where he will ultimately die at Herod's vengeful hand (chapter 9). He ends this section
with the description of the Baptism of Jesus by John. Because of the importance of these verses for Luke's
Christology, we will take them up in a separate blog post. 

And as I came again to this passage about John The Baptist, I was thinking of Carl Henry's words about the
Baptist, in his classic clarion call to Fundamentalism, "The Uneasy Conscience Of Modern
Fundamentalism." It seems fitting to end by echoing his plea. He explained that, 

"John the Baptist stood with Moses, Isaiah and Amos in his social alertness. The very words of Isaiah
were his rallying point in heralding the coming Redeemer: 'The voice of one crying in the wilderness,
Prepare ye the way of the Lord ... all flesh shall see the salvation of God' (Luke 3:4-6). Assuredly, the
message of redemption stood at the forefront of the Baptist's preaching. He identifies Jesus to the
disciples as 'the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world' (John 1:29), and not to them
only, for Jesus' persecutors had 'sent unto John, and he bare witness unto the truth' (John 5:33). But
the Baptist's redemptive tive preaching was not on that account socially indifferent. He spoke to a
'generation of vipers' (Matt. 3:7) and exhorted, 'Repent pent ye; for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand' (Matt. 3:2). He called for 'fruits worthy of repentance' (Luke 3:8), declaring that 'every tree which
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire' (Luke 3:9). To the specific inquiry,
'What shall we do then?' (Luke 3:10), he gives specific examples. ples. Persons with two coats were to
give to those without any. Those with abundant provisions were to share with the needy. Publicans
were not to extort. Soldiers were not to commit violence lence nor accuse individuals falsely. They
were probably not to be content with their wages - which was probably not a pronouncement
nouncement for preservation of the status quo in labor management ment relations, as some
humanists insist upon misinterpreting it, but rather a warning against plundering innocent civilians.
John's exhortations included 'many other things' (Luke 3:18). In fact, his condemnation of adultery in
the life of the King led to his own imprisonment and martyrdom: 'For John had said unto Herod, It is
not lawful for thee to have thy brother's wife' (Mark 6:18). The social spirit of John's preaching was not
contrary to Jesus' own message. Replying to the imprisoned forerunner's inquiry concerning the Christ,
Jesus endorses a particular expectation pectation about the Messiah which the Baptist had doubtless
gleaned from the Old Testament: 'Go and show John again those things which ye do hear and see: the
blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are
raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached to them' (Matt. 11:4-5; Luke 7:22). In view of so
central a passage, it is difficult to find room for a gospel cut loose entirely from non-spiritual needs. It
is true that the New Testament repeatedly employs phrases like the blind seeing, the deaf hearing,
and the dead receiving life, in the figurative sense of spiritual regeneration. But that cannot be said for
the lame walking, nor for the lepers being cleansed; furthermore, Luke definitely prefixes Jesus' reply to
John with the comment that 'in the same hour he cured many of their infirmities and plagues, and of
evil spirits; and unto many that were blind he gave sight' (7:21). There is no room here for a gospel
that is indifferent to the needs of the total man nor of the global man." 
(Carl F. H. Henry. "The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism," Kindle Locations 300-315.
Kindle Edition. Underlined emphasis mine.)
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